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SharinG Their experienceS No CAT CAlls PleAse
Bowling Green leads the MAC with 
eight women’s coaches. Their shared 
experiences with their players leads to a 
unique bond. Read more about the story 
on paGe 3.
Faculty columnist Julie Haught talks 
about street harassment and what is being 
done to stop cat-calling and other forms 
of harassment, along with what other 
people have done to stop it. | paGe 4
leslie Potts
sophomore, Political science
WIll you WAlk for GrAduATIoN? WHy?
“Yes, because you have been here so 
long why would you not celebrate 
your accomplishments?”
iS YOUr MUSic BaD?
A new poll says people think today’s 
music is the worst. Read about it in 
Pulse on page 6.
LeSS STUDenTS, LeSS FUnDS SerieS | 3 of 3
THE BG NEWS LOOKS INTO UNIVERSITY GRADUATION, RETENTION, STATE FUNDING
Students stay at University for many reasons
Tech jobs 
grow in Ohio
Computer Science Dept. 
updates programs to meet demands
By Stevon Duey
Reporter
Colleen McAdoo, a computer science major, first real-
ized her talent with computers in high school after 
designing her school’s website.
The school’s webmaster recommended she take a 
look at computer science programs for college.
Computer science majors study the University’s core 
curriculum, or BG perspective, as well as a variety of 
classes in software and application development, ana-
lytics, systems and more.
“The classes are hard but when you finish it’s a really 
good feeling of accomplishment,” McAdoo said.
McAdoo has been working hard toward her degree 
and is optimistic about job prospects after graduation.
“There’s a lot of companies that want to give gradu-
ates opportunities,” McAdoo said.
Students in technology and computer science pro-
grams can find security in knowing they chose a skilled 
specialization that hasn’t been strongly affected by the 
economic downturn.
According to an article published by the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Review, eight of 
the 10 fastest-growing jobs from 2000-2010 were tech-
nology related. 
Occupations in software development, computer 
support and network administration were among the 
fastest growing fields.
Companies have been moving their services and 
communications to the web within the past two 
decades as access to the Internet has become wide-
spread and easily accessible. 
Alongside this trend, more technology and software 
is being developed as well.
Jobs in computer-related fields are forecast to grow by 
nearly 23 percent during the next eight years, according 
to reports from the U.S. Department of Labor Statistics.
The Department of Computer Science has enjoyed 
some growth as well.
Last year, the department hired one new faculty 
member and seeks to hire two more in the fall.
The department offers a Bachelor of Science degree 
accredited by the Accreditation Board of Engineering 
and Technology [ABET] as well as a Bachelor of Arts 
program.
Guy Zimmerman, a computer science associate pro-
fessor, said the degree was changed in 2012 to keep 
pace with the growing industry.
“We’ve enhanced the program with additional 
requirements,” Zimmerman said. “Bachelor of Science 
students are required to have an internship now. That 
will look good for employers.”
Associate Director of the Career Center Jessica Turos 
said there are many job opportunities in information 
technologies and computer science.
“IT is one of the highest projected job growth areas in 
Ohio,” Turos said.
During the Expo Job and Internship Fair hosted by 
the Career Center last month, 46 employers, or one 
third of those who attended, said they were seeking 
students for internship and post-graduate positions in 
computer-related fields.
Ohio has also implemented the Ohio Means 
Internships and Co-ops Grant Program as a result of 
ELEMENTS OF COMEDY Sustainability forums conclude Thursday
sAm rAyBurN | THE BG NEWS
eLeM3nT Dance team perform at an event hosted by Zeta Alpha Chapter of Sigma Gamma Rho 
Sorority. They were one of the openers for comedian Nick Banks, a member of Alpha Phi Alpha.
By Raven Rush
Reporter
During the last sustainability 
forum for the semester, attendants 
discussed various environmental 
projects, including LED lights at 
the new recreation center to the 
future of public transportation.
The open meeting was Thursday 
afternoon, and was the last of four 
forums the Office of Sustainability 
hosted for the past four months. 
Nick Hennessy, the sustainabil-
ity coordinator, promoted various 
Earth Week activities that will run 
next week. Some of these include 
a scavenger hunt and an eco-fair. 
Hennessy said the new compost 
program that was installed at the 
Oaks dining hall is up and run-
ning, with a successful result thus 
far. The extra food waste travels to 
Hirzel farm, a composting facility 
in Pemberville.
“Hirzel farm has agreed to 
donate some of the compost 
made to BG gardens as well,” 
Hennessy said. 
This process has been help-
ing reduce the amount of trash 
thrown away each week. 
Another program that will be 
implemented to help campus sus-
tainability is LED lighting being 
installed at the new recreation 
center. Hennessy said this is a tri-
ple win for everyone. 
“This will save money, help the 
environment and is sponsored by 
the Green Fund,” Hennessy said. 
The city of Bowling Green 
will now receive 50 percent of 
University electricity for the 
next 50 years from a new coal 
plant called prairie State Energy 
Campus. This company is con-
nected to American Municipal 
Power, a power supply company 
that promised a low cost electric-
ity program. The city was given 
one month to decide to join AMP, 
and went for it. This program has 
gone over budget by $1 million 
already and has locked BG in this 
until 2057. 
Matt Rubel, coordinator of ener-





See FOrUM | Page 2
By Seth Weber
Web Editor
While graduation ceremonies can be an icon-
ic moment in someone’s life, some think it 
isn’t worth the time or money.
Last year, 1,503 of 1,914 total graduates 
attended the ceremony, meaning 411 stu-
dents didn’t walk. This year, 2,158 of 2,255 
graduating students are expected to take part 
in the May 10 ceremony at the Stroh Center.
However, the latter number isn’t set in 
stone because those are just the students 
who said they’re going to come, and some 
may not make it in the end, said University 
Spokesperson Dave Kielmeyer.
The numbers of students who come are 
steady, and there usually aren’t a lot of differ-
ences in numbers, Kielmeyer said.
Kielmeyer thinks going to the ceremony 
can be an important part in someone’s life.
“To me, it’s capping that achievement. 
You’ve made a significant investment in time 
and money to finish your degree,” he said.
Kielmeyer said the graduation ceremony is 
a long-standing tradition and he’d like to see 
as many people as possible come.
Lee Meserve, a professor of biological sci-
walkthisway
Cost, other factors may influence whether students walk for graduation
By Danae King
Editor-in-Chief
Mackenzie Baumhower won’t graduate for 
another three years, but she already knows 
she won’t leave the University until she 
walks across the Stroh Center stage.
“There really is a place for everybody 
here I feel like,” Baumhower said. “There’s 
a lot of diversity.”
Baumhower credits the two student 
organizations and her job as a campus 
tour guide for her confidence in staying 
even though she’s not yet done with her 
freshman year.
“The organizations really helped me to 
network with people with similar inter-
ests,” she said. “Being a campus tour guide 
deepened my love for BGSU.”
The reasons why students stay at the 
University are not something administra-
tors focus on.
“[It’s] not a question we really ever 
ask,” said Joseph Frizado, vice provost for 
academic operations. “We tend to focus 
almost exclusively on why people leave.”
As far as why students, like Baumhower, 
stay at the University for four or more years, 
there may be a few reasons. 
These reasons, called high impact prac-
tices, are believed to lead to student suc-
cess, said Julie Matuga, director of aca-
demic assessment. 
Some of the practices the University 
does better than most of its peers are 
learning communities, undergraduate 
research, internships and service learn-
ing, Matuga said.
“We tried to look at trends; these tend to 
be those experiences that keep students in 
school,” she said.
University students typically partici-
pate in more high impact practices than at 
other universities, said Andy Alt, assistant 
vice provost of undergraduate programs.
There are about 1,000 University stu-
See raTeS | Page 2
Different practices, experiences help undergraduates make friends, connections
See GraD | Page 2
Graduation in 2014
Total students the University 
graduated: 2,225
Total students being graduated who are 
not walking as of April 17: 97
 
Graduation in 2013
Total students the University 
graduated: 1,914
Total students graduated who didn’t 
walk: 411
*numbers provided by the University. 
More students could choose not to walk 
before graduation on May 10 than are 
currently not participating
Are you walking 
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of the Morning Rush Show
DEPOSIT SPECIAL*!!!
Greenbriar, Inc.  |  419-352-0717  |  www.greenbriarrentals.com
SUMMER LEASES
>> NOW AVAILABLE <<
Scan the QR code or click on 
the link below and get your FREE 
Apple or Android app download. 
You’ll then receive your pita offer!
FREE  
Regular Combo!
*In Store Only. Must present 
BG News App to redeem. Not 
applicable with other offers. 
Limit one offer per phone. 
Other restrictions may apply, 
see manager for details.
Fresh Thinking • Healthy Eating
Download your FREE BG News 
smart phone app today and get a 
FREE regular combo with the 










1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
• Conveniently located to campus in a 
neighborhood with shopping & services
• Affordably priced for single or shared occupancy
Call now: (419) 352-0164
e-mail: rentals@universityapartments.us
www.universityapartments.us  (for offi ce hours)




Complainant reported that 
sometime during the night 
an unknown person threw 
a small wrench through the 
driver’s side window of a 
vehicle within the 2100 block 
of Woodland Circle.
8:57 A.M.
Zachary Tyler Howard, 
20, of Bowling Green, and 
Lalacamilla Virginia Meshbahi, 
18, of Bowling Green, were 
both cited for disorderly con-
duct/fighting within the 300 
block of E. Napoleon Rd. 
5:06 P.M.
Ahshantel Noel Cobb, 25, of 
Bowling Green, was arrested 
for theft/shoplifting within the 
2100 block of E. Wooster St. 
She was lodged in the Wood 
County Justice Center. 
10:45 P.M.
Michelle L. Perry, 44, of 
Toledo, was cited for tele-
communications harassment 
within the 600 block of 
Kenwood Ave.
BLOTTER 
Check out the full  interactive 
blotter map at BGNEWS.COM
CORRECTION
POLICY 
We want to correct all factual 
errors. If you think an error has 
been made, call The BG News 
at 419-372-6966.
Jobs Ohio, a private non-
profit organization that 
works within the private 
sector to create and retain 
jobs in the state.
The University received 
funding from the state as a 
result of OMIC.
These grants target 10 
industries in the state with 
the goal of retaining work-
ers— information technol-
ogy and services is one of 
them.
Turos said students at 
the University also have 
access to multiple job out-
look projection reports 
and co-op and internship 
recruitment opportuni-
ties on the Career Center 
website.
“Students can look 
for job postings on the 
Worknet site too, which is 
free to use.” Turos said.
gy management, touched on 
AMP’s heightening rates.
“BG is over market by $2 
million more than other uni-
versities in the program,” 
Rubel said. “Rates are going 
up 5 percent every year.” 
Jerry Wicks, retired profes-
sor and head of the program, 
Ohio higher Education Rail 
Network, said transporta-
tion is a huge portion of the 
University’s carbon footprint 
problem. Wicks provided a 
handout that said at least one 
quarter of green house gas 
emissions come from trans-
portation. 
Wicks idea is similar to 
Europe’s railway system. He 
said these tracks are already 
placed throughout the state. 
“Ohio is the most densely 
tracked state in the country,” 
Wicks said. 
He wants this system 
funded by students and 
professors, by an annual fee 
that makes them able to use 
the railway by the swipe of 
a card, similar to Europe’s 
railway.
Wilfred Roudebush, the 
co-founder of the sustain-
ability forum, agrees with 
Wicks idea to narrow down 
transportation in Bowling 
Green. 
“I like the interconnected-
ness with different universi-
ties,” Roudebush said. 
FORUM
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ence, is the mace bearer dur-
ing the ceremony, and leads 
students up to the podium. 
“It’s not rocket science, but 
it’s kind of an official part 
of the commencement cer-
emony,” he said.
While he thinks it’s good 
for students to attend, 
Meserve said a big part of it 
is about the parents.
“It’s mostly for parents, 
I would say,” he said. “It’s 
not a forgettable event for 
the students but typically 
parents want to see the 
final step.”
Meserve recalls when he 
was an undergraduate at the 
ceremony, and thought it 
was an important moment 
in his life.
He said it’s good for stu-
dents to hear inspirational 
words and see “there is 
life after undergraduate 
school.”
Although he said it’s an 
important event, he under-
stands why some students 
may not attend.
“It’s a weekend, and 
some people might have 
things that they might 
think are more important 
in that point in their lives,” 
Meserve said.
Senior Mike Reilly thinks 
the ceremony is worth the 
costs and wants to recog-
nize all the hard work he’s 
put into his education.
“[I’m going] to make my 
parents proud,” he said. “And 
also to recap my accom-
plishments at BG.”
Senior Mary Singer isn’t 
going because she doesn’t 
think it’s worth the cost 
and time.
“Because my graduation 
will be a celebration of being 
done … sitting somewhere 
where I’m not done makes 
no sense,” she said.
She said if the regalia and 
costs associated with gradu-
ation were free, she may con-
sider going.
Meserve also said some 
students have a limited 
amount of money, and aren’t 
able to afford regalia. 
Some students also have 
jobs they need to get to before 
the ceremony, Meserve said.
Meserve didn’t attend his 
Ph.D because his degree was 
conferred later than the cer-
emony, which took place in 
June and his degree was con-
ferred in July.
Jill Carr, vice president of 
student affairs, said while 
she is okay with students 
who don’t think the ceremo-
ny is worth their time, she 
thinks it’s important.
“They’re entitled to their 
opinion,” she said. “My own 
opinion is that it’s a wonder-
ful tradition.” 
GRAD
 From Page 1
dents involved in learning 
communities, which are 
programs where students 
live together and are usually 
in some of the same classes 
together.
There are 14 learning com-
munities on campus and 
national research is strong 
that learning communities 
improve retention, said Jodi 
Devine, director of Residential 
Learning Communities.
“[Students] feel like they 
can immediately make 
friends and connections 
on campus,” Devine said. 
“Learning communities are 
an intentional way to guide 
you through that first year 
transition.”
In addition to learning 
communities, undergradu-
ate research can also make 
students connect to others on 
campus.
Daniel Brahier, director of 
Science and Math Education 
in ACTION, said students in 
the program do two different 
types of research as under-
graduates.
During students’ freshman 
year at the University, they 
work with other students in 
small groups on a research 
project about math or science.
“[Students] get to know 
other students and form good 
friends,” he said.
Internships also help stu-
dents engage in the University 
and become more interested 
in their classes, said Jessica 
Turos, assistant director of the 
Career Center.
“[Students can] learn more 
about the field and come back 
with a renewed interest,” 
Turos said. “They’re able to 
gain leadership, communica-
tion and project management 
skills.”
Being involved in intern-
ships and co-ops can also 
help students want to stay at 
the University.
“It engages them because 
when they’re in their class 
they’re able to have experi-
ence to apply,” she said. 
Each year, around 3,000 
students are involved in 
service learning, when fac-
ulty find ways to intention-
ally incorporate service and 
volunteering into academic 
courses. 
Amy Hill, assistant director 
of curricular programs, said 
she thinks service learning is 
great for students because it 
gives them an “opportunity 




co-ops, internships and ser-
vice learning are just some 
of the high impact practices. 
These four are the ones the 
University has identified as 
ones it does well as, but there 
are 10 overall, according to 
the Association of American 
Colleges and Universities 
High-Impact Educational 
Practices.
“We’re really invested in 
those and looking at how to 
make them better than they 
are,” Alt said. 
In addition to participat-
ing in high impact practices, 
students can enroll full time, 
work on campus, get involved 
in student organizations and 
be engaged in the classroom 
to increase the likelihood that 
they’ll stay, Alt said. 
While the University focus-
es on why students leave, not 
while they stay, some of the 
reasons for students leaving 
are still unknown.
“[Leaving] is multi-faceted. 
It’s really situational and usu-
ally has some combination of 
financial and personal fac-
tors,” Alt said. “Rarely do the 
say- no learning communi-
ties, ‘you didn’t do this for me.’ 
It’s a very personal decision 
that is sometimes outside of 
what we’re capable of doing 
... We don’t get many students 
telling us the whole story of 
why they’re leaving.”
Junior Darryl Molzon, an 
architecture major, is trying 
to get a co-op, but said the 
only reason he’s stayed at the 
University is because he has 
debt and didn’t want to trans-
fer because of it. 
For other students, debt 
may be the reason they leave 
the University.
Students may decide 
the University’s not a good 
fit, decide on a major the 
University doesn’t offer, 
attend to transfer or have per-
sonal or financial reasons for 
leaving, Frizado said.
About half of the fresh-
men who leave the University 
from one fall to the next are 
in academic trouble, and of 
the other half, about half don’t 
respond to the University 
when asked, Frizado said. The 
remaining fourth is people 
who are transferring, he said.
Whatever the reason stu-
dents leave, Alt said student 
success really depends on the 
student. 
“It’s not only about what the 
university provides, but what 
decisions the students make, 
it’s about being proactive … 
putting their own energy into 
things and making plans,” he 
said. “Students need to take 
ownership of this experience 
as well and students who are 
successful do that.”
RATES
 From Page 1
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Softball 
wins on a 
walk off 
homerun
Falcons win game one in 
dramatic fashion
Track splits roster to compete at two meets
Three Falcons head to California, rest of team heads to Kentucky for Bluegrass Classic
Falcons have chance to win 
MAC Championship at Miami 
Tennis team is tied for third, heads on the road to end season
By Brandon Shrider
Reporter
The Bowling Green softball team 
held true to head coach Shannon 
Salsburg’s pregame sentiments by 
starting out well in game one of its 
doubleheader.
“We found a way offensively 
to get the job done in game one,” 
Salsburg said.
The Falcons collected hits from 
seven different players and scored a 
run in three of the first four innings. 
This included a 3-hit performance 
from freshman shortstop, Aspen 
Searle and a 2-hit game from fresh-
man outfielder, Amanda Durham.
Despite the array offense displayed 
by the Falcons, it took last-inning 
heroics to overcome the Titans.
“Erika [Stratton] came up with a 
huge hit in the last inning,” Salsburg 
said. “It was great to see her come 
out strong.”
This seventh inning, walk-off 
grand slam by senior captain, Erika 
Stratton gave the Falcons the 7-4 vic-
tory in game one.
The latter of the two games gener-
ated a much different looking game.
The Falcons were out-hit by the 
Titans 8-6 while no one in the lineup 
had more than one hit. The Falcons 
were held scoreless through four 
innings, however, a strong 5-inning 
performance by sophomore, Braiden 
Dillow helped lead the way for 
Bowling Green.
“I thought [Dillow] did a great 
job of keeping them off balanced,” 
Salsburg said.
It was in this fifth inning where 
the Falcons changed the scoreboard, 
pushing the only two runs of the 
game across the plate.
Sophomore Katie Turski was called 
upon to start the sixth before being 
relieved by junior, Jamie Kertes. 
Kertes finished the game with two 
innings of no-hit softball, earning her 
third save of the season and serving 
Dillow her eighth win.
This gave the Falcons the 2-0 vic-
tory, and a clean sweep for the day. 
The Falcons collected at least one hit 
from all nine starters including six-
teen hits total, and pushed nine runs 
across the plate for the day.
“I was really glad to see all three 
phases come together today,” 
Salsburg said.
The Falcons now hold a 5-1 record 
at Meserve Field and carry a record of 
18-21-1 for the season.
BG will take this record and their 
two-game win streak on the road 
See SOFTBALL | Page 8
By Jamar Dunson
Reporter
This weekend the BG track and 
field team will split up for their 
contests.
Jeanette Pettigrew, Andrea 
Alt and Jasmine Redman head 
out to compete in the Mt. SAC 
relays in Walnut, Calif. in a two-
day meet. The rest of the team 
will be heading out to Kentucky 
to compete in the Bluegrass 
Classic in Lexington.
After winning the hammer 
throw in her first outdoor event 
this season, redshirt junior 
Brooke Pleger looks to con-
tinue her winning ways when 
the Falcons do split meets this 
week. 
Pleger will be looking to have 
similar success like she did this 
past week in Cincinnati at the 
All-Ohio championships meet. 
Not only did she win the ham-
mer throw event, but she also 
ranks third in the nation cur-
rently with a distance of 214-
feet-4.
The success didn’t stop for her 
there, as she was also named 
the Mid-American Conference 
field athlete of the week. This 
marks the fifth time Pleger has 
been received this honor in her 
college career.
Junior Krystin Reiser also 
had a memorable performance 
at the last meet. She made the 
ninth-highest score in heptath-
lon program history. In two 
days, Reiser compiled a total of 
4,529 points, setting new per-
sonal best in five events and 
tying her bests in the other two. 
Her score was 300 points higher 
than she had ever done before.
The other eight higher scores 
were achieved by BG alumni 
Becky Barnett and Ginger Lake. 
Head coach Lou Snelling was 
very impressed with her per-
formance and how she’s been 
progressing this season.
“She’s been good so far, she 
improved her score by almost 
400 points,” Snelling said, 
“That’s the hard work she’s been 
putting in over the last year and 
it’ll be interesting to see how 
much of a step she can take.”
Pettigrew will be looking to 
put forth another strong effort 
in her last year as she took first 
place in the 100 meter, setting 
a new personal record in the 
progress. Her record of 11.89 
seconds improved her time of 
11.91 seconds at the season-
opener meet in Raleigh.
Despite the Falcons compet-
ing in two different locations 
they still hope to do well and 
continue preparing for the MAC 
See TRACK | Page 5
By Trevor Thompson
Reporter
The Bowling Green tennis team 
will finish the regular season on 
the road, with a chance to win 
the Mid-American Conference 
championship.
This weekend they will face off 
against Ball State April 18, before fac-
ing Miami University April 19.
The Falcons are currently riding 
a four-game winning streak. Those 
four wins proved to be enough to 
vault the Falcons into a tie for 
third place in the Mid-American 
Conference standings and more 
importantly that now leaves them 
with an opportunity to capture the 
league title this weekend.
BG and Ball State each have 4-2 
MAC records, and the Falcons and 
Cardinals are a game behind the 
first-place and defending champion 
RedHawks who are 5-1 in the MAC 
while Eastern Michigan sits in sec-
ond place with a 5-2 record.
The top six teams in the final con-
ference standings will qualify for the 
MAC Championships, with the first 
and second place teams earning 
first-round byes.
Last weekend the Falcons picked 
up two home victories. They beat 
Akron 6-1 April 11 and then defeated 
Buffalo the following day 5-2.
Against Akron the Falcons started 
off the day by winning all three dou-
bles matches, and then the Falcons 
won five of the singles matches, win-
ning four of those in straight sets.
The closest of the three dou-
bles matches came when Akron’s 
See TENNIS | Page 5
shared experiences, unique bonds
Female coaches bring
Bowling Green leads the MAC with eight women’s coaches, focuses on hiring best fit
FEmALE COAChES IN 
ThE mAC














One way Bowling Green scores high in 
the MAC is one many may not suspect, 
with the coaches.
At BG, every women’s sport except 
track and field is coached by a 
woman; the highest percent of any 
MAC institution.
“I think it reflects a commitment to 
diversity at the end of the day,” said 
Lesley Irvine, senior associate ath-
letic director for Administration and 
Academics at BG.
BG didn’t purposefully hire several 
female coaches.
“It’s about hiring the best candidate,” 
Irvine said. 
Though it has more female coaches 
than any other MAC school, when it 
comes down to who the coaches are 
and how the players see them at BG, 
gender doesn’t matter.
Women’s soccer head coach Lindsay 
Basalyga’s players describe her as “very 
upfront,” but redshirt junior Kylie 
Briem said she “wouldn’t see it as a 
gender difference at all.”
“It’s A, her personality and B, her 
coaching style,” Briem said. “She isn’t 
afraid to say anything and to share 
anything with you.”
Basalyga enjoys being one of eight 
female coaches.
“I love that community, to be able to 
share ideas and bounce ideas off other 
female coaches,” she said. “I like that 
BG is committed to women coaches.”
She’s also the only female women’s 
soccer coach in the MAC, and she 
loves it.
Her coaching style is upfront, and 
her players like that. They like to be 
pushed, Briem said. 
Women’s basketball head coach 
Jennifer Roos has two mentors when it 
See COAChES | Page 8
JENNIFER ROOS,
HEAD WOMEN’S BASKETBALL COACH
LINDSAY BASALYGA
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Letters are generally to be fewer 
than 300 words. These are usually 
in response to a current issue on the 
University’s campus or the Bowling 
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS
Guest Columns are generally longer 
pieces between 400 and 700 words. 
These are usually also in response to a 
current issue on the University’s cam-
pus or the Bowling Green area. Two 
submissions per month maximum.
POLICIES 
Letters to the Editor and Guest 
Columns are printed as space on the 
Opinion Page permits. Additional 
Letters to the Editor or Guest Columns 
may be published online. Name, year 
and phone number should be included 
for verification purposes. Personal 
attacks, unverified information or 
anonymous submissions will not
Be printed. 
E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS 
Send submissions as an attachment to 
thenews@bgnews.com with the subject 
line marked “Letter to the Editor” or 
“Guest Column.” All submissions are 
subject to review and editing for length 
and clarity before printing.  The editor 
may change the headlines to submit-
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To usher in Sexual Assault 
Awareness Month, March 
30 through April 5 was des-
ignated International Anti-
Street Harassment Week. 
Given the pervasiveness 
of public verbal abuse in 
Bowling Green, every week 
needs to be Anti-Street 
Harassment Week.
Stop Street Harassment’s 
website reports: “Most 
women [more than 80 
percent worldwide] and 
LGBTQ folks will face gen-
der-based street harass-
ment at some point in 
their life. 
Street harassment lim-
its people’s mobility and 
access to public spaces. It 
is a form of gender vio-
lence and it’s a human 
rights violation.
Framed in the terms 
of “gender violence” and 
“human rights violation,” 
we might expect the prob-
lem to be taken more seri-
ously. Sadly, in small towns 
like Bowling Green, some 
excuse the behavior with a 
flippant “boys will be boys” 
dismissal of the abuse.
Rarely do the boys-will-
be-boys defenders think 
that “the girls” might turn 
the tables on the abusers. 
When I moved to north-
west Ohio 25 years ago, 
Sandra, a colleague in 
graduate school, told me 
the best street-harassment-
revenge story I have heard.
Sandra was visiting her 
in-laws in a small town out-
side of Toledo. She was out 
for a run. On a side street 
in the town, a car slowed 
down to keep pace with her 
jogging. She could see out 
of the corner of her eye that 
it was a car full of high-
school-aged males. They 
hissed. They made gut-
tural noises. They did all 
they could to demean her. 
Sandra noticed that they 
were soon going to reach a 
stop sign.
When the car stopped, 
she ran over and grabbed 
the guy in the passenger 
side. As she pulled his face 
close to hers, she screamed, 
“I’m a [expletive] maniac 
and I’m going to kill you!” 
and then she shoved him 
back into his seat. She 
reported that the driver 
broke all speed limits in the 
town as the car’s passen-
gers fled.
I do not tell this story to 
encourage anyone to repeat 
her behavior. Rather, the 
story illustrates the pent 
up rage that builds as year-
after-year one is subjected 
to these verbal assaults. 
Those guys in that car did 
not likely see their behavior 
as harassment.
In fact, I bet they thought 
it was all harmless fun. 
Much like the harmless 
fun they had when they 
were kids and they burned 
ants with their magnifying 
glasses, right? Or when they 
bullied the “sissy” in their 
gym class.
When the abusive behav-
iors become normalized, 
that is, when they are 
everyday occurrences, then 
those who are not on the 
receiving end of the abuse 
tend to ignore the detri-
mental effects. However, 
make no mistake, the 
effects are profound.
When a person hears 
the catcall, when a person 
perceives that someone is 
watching, then that person 
knows the sidewalk or any 
public space is not a safe 
space. Yet, we can work to 
make those spaces safer.
Street harassment can be 
curbed. It can be prosecut-
ed. People are refusing to be 
subjected to the indignities 
of verbal assaults. Check out 
“Stop Street Harassment or 
Hollaback!” for more infor-
mation on how you can 
make a difference here in 
Bowling Green.
Respond to Julie at 
thenews@bgnews.com
Three people were shot dead 
Sunday at two Jewish com-
munity centers in Kansas on 
the eve of the Jewish holiday of 
Passover.
The shooter smiled and, 
during his arrest, yelled, “Heil 
Hitler.”
While this information 
screams “hate crime” to me 
and to scores of online readers 
of media coverage, authorities 
were reluctant to call it a hate 
crime, even after the shooter 
was identified as Frazier Glenn 
Cross, a prominent white 
supremacist and former KKK 
leader known for being violent. 
Authorities did not officially 
categorize what happened as a 
hate crime for days. 
What more information 
could they possibly need to 
determine it a hate crime?
Must Cross have been wear-
ing a sign around his neck 
clearly stating “I am an anti-
Semite” for it to be clear?
The man went to two dif-
ferent Jewish centers the day 
before a major Jewish holiday, 
shot people who he thought 
were Jewish and yelled a Nazi 
salute.
There is no doubt in my 
mind that he set out to kill Jews 
that day, even though his vic-
tims were Christian.
The mainstream media’s 
coverage of the shootings is 
deplorable. The lack of inter-
viewing Jews, repeated inter-
views with KKK members who 
say Cross “lost his mind,” and 
accidentally killed Christians 
is like a slap in the face to 
Jewish Americans. 
Further, implying that anti-
Semitism is no longer a “thing” 
in America is not only false, but 
it’s harmful. 
It erases experiences of 
Jewish Americans and sweeps 
the issue under the rug. 
Doing so allows Nazis and 
white supremacists to go on 
committing acts of violence. 
 Anti-Semitism still exists. 
We have a responsibility to 
acknowledge this and to chal-
lenge it.
Respond to Emily at 
thenews@bgnews.com
Again, a major figure in 
the public sphere is facing 
ridicule for his position on 
marriage equality. 
Some months ago, it was 
“Duck Dynasty” patriarch 
Phil Robertson for going on 
a shamefully ignorant rant 
about both homosexuality 
and the Jim Crow south 
and summarily being sus-
pended from A&E; today, 
it’s the now-former CEO of 
Mozilla Firefox, Brendan 
Eich, being deposed for a 
contribution he made to 
pass Prop 8 in California 
nearly a decade ago. 
And again, a staggering 
number of people are rush-
ing to his defense. Newt 
Gingrich even went so far 
as to declare his more or 
less forced resignation “a 
blatant example of the 
New Fascism.”
I’ve always been a pro-
ponent of free speech, as I 
would hope everyone else 
has been; however, my 
issue with this debate is 
twofold. 
Firstly, this has noth-
ing to do with the first 
amendment because the 
government did not fire 
Brendan Eich; nor did they 
remove Phil Robertson 
from the air. 
The opponents of mar-
riage equality have become 
so ensconced in the idea of 
being an oppressed minor-
ity that they seem to have 
forgotten who the real 
oppressed minority is. 
Now this might seem 
like an entirely subjec-
tive judgment, but bear 
with me. 
Yes, I understand that 
everyone has a right to 
their opinion, but I think 
the aforementioned oppo-
nents make a mistake 
by attempting to equate 
having to answer for an 
unpopular opinion before 
the general populace with 
a tyranny of the majority. 
This is a false equiva-
lency. There is a difference 
between the social prohi-
bition of a viewpoint and 
the legal prohibition of a 
viewpoint. 
It is not against the law 
to insinuate that God 
is on Russian President 
Vladimir Putin’s side for 
defending the repression 
of, and violence against, 
homosexuals as Pat 
Buchanan recently did. 
It’s not against the law for 
former presidential candi-
date Michelle Bachmann 
to set up “pray away the 
gay” organizations aimed 
at “rehabilitating” homo-
sexuals. It’s not against 
the law for the Westboro 
Baptist Church to protest 
the funerals of dead sol-
diers and claim that their 
deaths are some kind of 
twisted divine recom-
pense for our tolerance of 
homosexuality; but try to 
get married and legitimize 
your love for someone of 
the same sex in the eyes 
of society in 33 of our 50 
states, well now you’re a 
law-breaking fascist. 
I think it’s pretty obvious 
who the oppressor is and 
who is the oppressed. But 
that’s really only part of 
the issue. 
Enter my second reser-
vation about this debate. I 
think I’ve been clear about 
my feelings on the ideo-
logical end of the spec-
trum, but as is often the 
case, things are rarely 
what they seem. 
I’m going to go out on a 
limb and say that I think, 
if the majority of people 
in America were intoler-
ant of homosexuality, Phil 
Robertson would never 
have been suspended and 
Brendan Eich would never 
have had to resign; even if 
A&E’s vaunted support for 
marriage equality was still 
present. 
When one considers 
entities as big and wealthy 
as Firefox or A&E, it’s not 
about justice or morality; 
it’s about money. 
A&E’s gesture to suspend 
Robertson was ultimately a 
hollow one. Everyone knew 
it wouldn’t last; after all, 
it would be against their 
interests to slaughter their 
golden goose, as it were. 
Nevertheless, this proves 
that A&E doesn’t care any-
thing for justice or mar-
riage equality because 
they are not willing to put 
their money where their 
mouth is. 
Unfortunately however, 
this is the reality of the free 
market: it does not care 
about your ideology. 
If what you think is 
not profitable, it will be 
canned; whether you’re 
right or wrong.
We may need to tolerate 
the existence of all view-
points, but that doesn’t 
mean we need to hold 
them all to be equal. 
Racists must once have 
felt oppressed when racial 
slurs were no longer 
accepted in mainstream 
society. 
Now, it has become 
socially prohibitive to be 
against marriage equality, 
and rightly so. 
If the kind of absolute 
tolerance existed that the 
opponents of marriage 
equality desire, we could 
never guarantee the secu-
rity of anyone’s rights for 
fear of treading on the 
rights of others. 
We have many rights in 
this country, but among 
them is certainly not the 
right to be agreed with. 
If you have the abil-
ity to keep one group from 
having the same rights as 
everyone else, you are, by 
default, in the position of 
the oppressor, not of the 
oppressed.
Respond to Ian at 
thenews@bgnews.com
‘Hate crime’ hard to 
identify by officials 
Street harassment problem; efforts need to be 
made to stop catcalls from happening 
Free speech guaranteed by government, not private organizations; social 
pressure indicates acceptable views
“The opponents of 
marriage equality 
have become so 
ensconced in the 
idea of being an 
oppressed minority 
that they seem to 
have forgotten who 








“Rarely do the 
boys-will-be-boys 
defenders think 
that ‘the girls might 
turn the tables on 
the abusers.”
PEOPLE ON THE STREET Will you walk for graduation? Why?
“It depends on if 
my family wants 









always do and 
its a way to 
celebrate your 
hard work.”
“Yes, for my 
family. I know 




Have your own take on 
today’s People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 















near the end of the spring. 
Snelling hopes to see 
Jeanette, Alt and Redman 
come up big while seeing 
the other groups improve 
on their skill.
“For the California 
group, we want to see 
big things and have 
them take advantage 
of that kind of environ-
ment,” Snelling said. “For 
Kentucky we want to see 
more improvement and 
how much we can up our 
game.”
The Mt. SAC Relays 
takes place at Hilmer 
Lodge Stadium and starts 
April 17 at 6 p.m. and con-
cludes Saturday, April 
19. The Bluegrass Classic 
starts April 19 at 9 a.m. 
at the Kentucky Track & 
Field Complex. 
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Applications are available 
in 210 or 204 West Hall.
Interviews will begin week of April 21. 
   Return completed application and please  
   sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
Questions or further information? 
Contact The BG News at thenews@bgnews.com
THE
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 1 +2 BR 
Apartments Available 
  Minutes from BGSU 
  Pet Friendly Community 
  Utilities Included 




FREE CAMPUS SHUTTLE 
NOW AVAILABLE!
FREE
GAS (HEAT, HOT WATER & COOKING) 
POOL • INTERNET • CAMPUS SHUTTLE 
WATER • STANDARD CABLE • TRASH
FEWER BILLS  |  BETTER VALUE
summit@gerdenich.com 
www.summitterracebg.com
473 S. Summit St.
Bowling Green, OH419-806-4855




• Starting at $445/month 
• Includes gas, electric, water
• Free Cable and WiFi
• Fully Furnished
• Stove, fridge, TV, microwave
• Laundry facilities
• Summer, semester or year leases




We also have self-storage units for rent
Condominius • Storage • Studios
Shamrock Village
THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3 x 3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9. There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve
4 9
Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
Play more Sudoku and win prizes at:
prizesudoku.com
The Sudoku Source of “BG News”.
MARIE COURONNE | THE BG NEWS
TJ Losby runs down the first baseline after a hit in their game against Central Michigan this past Saturday. The Falcons will travel to The University of Akron this weekend.
By Brett Creamer
Assistant Sports Editor
Baseball head coach Danny 
Schmitz will oppose his son 
Spencer Schmitz when the 
Falcons play The University of 
Akron this weekend. 
Akron assistant coach, 
Spencer, was an assistant 
coach with Bowling Green for 
the past six seasons before 
accepting the position with 
the Zips in 2013.
The Falcons are coming off a 
win against Central Michigan 
and checking into the series at 
13-19 on the season.
The series starters include 
Mike Frank, who will pitch 
against Akron Friday. Frank 
comes in with a 2-4 record and 
an ERA of 3.66 on 51, with 36 
strikeouts. 
Saturday’s starter will be 
southpaw Brett Fitzwater who, 
earlier this season, threw a 
combined no hit shutout with 
Chris Miller against Bucknell 
University. Fitzwater is 1-1 on 
the season with an ERA of 6.00 
in his 12 innings pitched. 
The series finale will feature 
Andrew Lacinak, who defeat-
ed Central Michigan in his last 
start this past Sunday. 
“He gave us a great outing, 
in a nice bounce back game 
that we needed,” Schmitz said.
Lacinak has a team-high 
three wins, and is second on 
the team with 20 strikeouts, 
behind Frank.
T.J. Losby leads the orange 
and brown with a .422 bat-
ting average through the first 
12 Mid-American Conference 
games. Losby is batting .327 
through 32 games this season. 
Jeremy Shay leads the Falcons 
with 23 runs batted in, and 13 
extra base hits this season, and 
shares the same batting aver-
age with Losby.
Losby currently holds the 
third position in consecutive 
games played in Falcons his-
tory. Sitting at 141 consecutive 
games played, Losby is just 
three behind Jeff Warnock who 
played in 2002-2005 for the 
Falcons. If Losby appears in all 
three games this weekend, he 
will tie Warnock for second in 
Bowling Green history.
Shortstop Brian Bien leads 
the Falcons with a .353 aver-
age and is tied for second on 
the team with eight steals. 
Just behind Bien is infielder 
Brandon Howard, who is bat-
ting .338 and has provided 
hitting in his 19 starts this 
season.
While the Falcons dropped 
17 runs in Sunday’s game 
against the Chippewas, they 
also hit the long ball twice. 
Logan Walker and Trey 
Keegan both homered for the 
Falcons. In 32 games this sea-
son, the Falcons have hit five 
home runs, compared to their 
opponents’ 11. Greg Basalyga 
leads Bowling Green with two 
home runs on the season.
Schmitz comes into the 
weekend series with an overall 
record of 625-600-5 in his 24th 
season as head coach. 
After the Falcons three 
game series against Akron, 
they will travel to Ann Arbor 
to face Michigan on Tuesday 
before a three game home 
series against Kent State.
TRACK
 From Page 3
baseball team travels to Akron this weekend 
TENNIs
 From Page 3
Karolina Maksimava and 
Martina Zerbola rallied from 
a 3-1 deficit against Brozovich 
and Nikki Chiricosta in which 
they tied the match at 3-3. 
Brozovich and Chiricosta then 
took the lead by a 6-3 score. 
Akron then closed the gap and 
came within a single game, 
but unfazed Brozovich and 
Chiricosta then captured back-
to-back games for an 8-5 win.
BG won all three doubles 
matches for the second day in a 
row, and the Falcons then went 
on to win four of the six singles 
matches. The Falcons’ seniors 
went 4-0 combined; Nikki 
Chiricosta won at both singles 
and doubles against Buffalo.
Ball State will enter Friday’s 
match posting a 14-8 record 
overall and a 4-2 record in 
MAC play. The Cardinals have 
won three of their last four 
matches. Last weekend Ball 
State lost to Toledo 4-3 but then 
the following day defeated 
Eastern Michigan by the same 
4-3 score.
The Miami Red Hawks will 
come into Saturdays match 
with a 13-6 record overall and 
a 5-1 record in MAC play. Last 
weekend the Red Hawks won 
twice on the road when they 
beat 4-3 at EMU on Friday and 
then defeated Toledo 7-0 on 
Saturday.
The Falcons look to contin-
ue their hot streak in hopes to 
vault them to first place in the 




Chris Jans announces 
coaching staff addition
Bowling Green head men’s basketball 
coach Chris Jans has announced the addi-
tion of David Ragland to his coaching staff. 
Ragland helped take the Sycamores to 
a 23-11 record and a spot in the Missouri 
Valley Conference Championship 
game as well as the National Invitation 
Tournament. That record was good 
enough to place the Sycamores in second 
place of the MVC behind Jans’ Wichita 
State Shockers. 
As a part of the Sycamore coaching 
staff Ragland was able to help them pick 
up four wins over nationally ranked teams 
including a win over Wichita State in 
the 2012-2013 season.
Before he arrived at Indiana State, 
Ragland was a head coach and assis-
tant coach at Vincennes University. 
He had a 44-19 record in two seasons 
as the head coach of the Trailblazers. 
As an assistant he had a record of 
79-20 in a three year span. 
In the 2009-2010 season as head 
coach at VU, the Trailblazers went 
22-10 and reached the National Junior 
College Athletic Association district 
tournament finals. 
“I am really looking forward to the 
opportunity here at BGSU,” Ragland 
said in a statement sent out by the 
Athletic Department. “I believe in 
Chris Jans and am excited about the 
direction of BGSU athletics under 
Chris Kingston.” 




Local band to perform at 
Howard’s Club H
‘Legally Blonde’ show to highlight 
women’s roles, feature canine actors
“DEVIL”  CHIODOS





Michigan sextet Chiodos is back with 
a new album and ready to take over 
the post-hardcore world. 
“Devil” is the band’s fourth stu-
dio album following “Illuminaudio” 
in 2010. It is the first album after 
the return of original front man 
Craig Owens and original drummer 
Derrick Frost. The band’s last album 
with the two was 2007’s “Bone 
Palace Ballet.”
With the return of Owens and 
Frost, many fans expected the new 
release to be “Bone Palace Ballet” 
part two, but it goes above and 
beyond that. “Devil” still features 
a great deal of orchestral instru-
mental work, heavy screams and 
high-pitched vocals, as always from 
Chiodos, but has much more diver-
sity both musically and lyrically than 
the band’s previous releases.
Though the album starts off with 
an instrumental introduction, which 
seems to be the very typical Chiodos 
thing to do, the rest of the album 
is both reminiscent of old school 
Chiodos and a new take on things. 
The introduction segues into 
“We’re Talking About Practice,” a 
song that lets listeners know that 
Chiodos is definitely back. It’s loud, 
in your face and can’t be ignored.
The majority of the songs are 
“typical Chiodos,” but more pol-
ished than anything previously 
released by the band. The lyrics are 
also more mature than the band’s 
previous work. Craig Owens has 
stated that the title and lyrics are 
about the temptations presented by 
everyday life. This is much more 
profound subject matter than the 
band has presented in the past.
Two standout tracks on the 
album are “3AM” and “Under Your 
Halo.” While the rest of the songs 
stick to the post-hardcore genre, 
these two tracks are quite different 
and add breaks to a musically and 
lyrically heavy album.
The tracks are more pop-punk or 
pop-rock than post-hardcore, but 
that’s not a bad thing at all. They 
show the versatility of the band and 
how they have matured over the 
years. These tracks are a different 
direction for the band and incredi-
bly refreshing for the album and the 
post-hardcore genre in general. In 
an industry so dominated by bands 
trying to stick to one genre, seeing a 
band take a risk and change things 
up is excellent and needs to happen 
more often. 
Overall, “Devil” is a solid album 
that shows the band’s versatility. It 
contains some of the band’s heavi-
est and lightest material to date 
and marks a new point in time for 




The musical “Legally Blonde,” adapted from the 
film, will premiere April 24.
Michael Ellison, associate professor in the the-
atre and film department, is directing the pro-
duction and likes it because of its energy.
“The show is high energy and a lot of fun,” 
he said.
Ellison said the production features a variety of 
musical numbers. He said one of the most impor-
tant things when directing a musical is making 
sure the dances and songs fit together to further 
the story.
Some dance numbers will be very chal-
lenging, Ellison said, such as a song called 
“Whipped Into Shape,” which is designed to be 
like a music video.
“It’s like people are watching a music video 
that’s selling her exercise program,” he said. “It’s 
incredibly aerobic and the actors are singing 
through it, so it’s a very challenging number.”
To create the sets, the department created a lot 
of new parts, but took a lot from older sets, said 
Daniel Mangan, theater design technician.
When building sets, Mangan said it’s not about 
realism, but creating a feeling of a scene. 
“We’re not trying to create 100 percent real-
ism,” he said. “So when we need the Harvard 
classroom, we’re not building a complete class-
room, we’re creating fragments.”
He said creating the sets are a lot like building 
a house, except lighter, weaker materials are used 
and are built for temporary use.
While setting the stage is important, so is creat-
ing a meaningful story, Ellison said. As director, 
he wanted to have characters the audience would 
relate to and care about.
“It can be easy to do this show and trust that if 
you just have high energy and lots of enthusiasm 
and you sing and dance, well, what more can you 
want? I want a lot more. I want to care about these 
people and invest in their journey,” Ellison said.
One of the reasons the theatre department 
chose to do “Legally Blonde” was because it had 
a lot of strong women’s roles, and the department 
has a lot of strong female singers, Ellison said.
He said the name recognition of the show is 
also important, and will draw audiences in. 
In addition to the challenging nature of the 
show, Ellison said he also had to face something 
he’d never done before: canine actors.
“In all of my years of directing I’ve never ever 
had doggy auditions,” he said.
Eight dogs were auditioned, but only two were 
cast as Bruiser and Rufus.
Nugget, a Yorkshire Terrier owned by gradu-
ate student Erica Pax, is playing as Bruiser in the 
See BLONDE | Page 7
By Geoff Burns
Pulse Editor
It’s approximately 9:20 p.m. in 
Bruce Vermett’s apartment 
in Bowling Green, and his cat 
named “Fat Cat” struts between 
the legs of the coffee table in the 
living room.
“Don’t mind Fat Cat, man,” 
Vermett said. “She’s nice, she 
won’t do anything to you.”
The only thing Vermett is think-
ing about as he pets Fat Cat is how 
his band Killbot Zero is perform-
ing at Howard’s Club H April 19 
at 9 p.m.
Killbot Zero is a duo consisting 
of Vermett on drums and Chris 
Cavera on guitar. The duo’s live 
shows consist of incorporating 
a video playing on a projector 
screen while the two musicians 
wear headphones, use a midi for 
See BAND | Page 7
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KILLBOt ZErO celebrated its 10th anniversary last summer.




For freshman Ryan Struffolino, today’s music lacks a 
certain humanity.
“Mostly artists nowadays are not seen as normal 
people,” he said. “Their music is affected by their 
reputation.”
Struffolino’s opinion mirrors a poll conducted by 60 
Minutes and Vanity Fair that came out the eighth of 
this month. One of the questions asked was which 
decade respondents thought was the worst in terms 
of popular music. 
Overwhelmingly the current decade was the 
winner with 43 percent. 
“By a wide margin, even today’s younger 
set feels that this decade’s music is the 
worst,” according to the poll.
See MUSIC | Page 7
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Quality Service, Quality Housing
319 E. Wooster Street |  Across from Taco Bell 
Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
— 419.354.2260 —
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
319 E. WOOSTER ST.              BOWLING GREEN
419-354-2260
n Great selection of  
 Houses & Apartments
n Complete Rental Listing 
 available on-line and  
 in Rental Office
Successfully Serving  
BGSU Students for 35 Years.
Voted Best Real Estate Office in Wood County
Check Us Out 
On Facebook!
F O R  R E N T
Great Selection n Close to Campus n Great Prices
April 18, 2014  
thru August 31, 2014
OPEN REGISTRATION
QUESTIONS?
1. SELECT > student center
2. SELECT > enroll
3. SELECT > add
Go to:
my.bgsu.edu
You can access everything that you  
need via the “Student Center” at the 
MyBGSU portal.
F A L L  2 0 1 4  R E G I S T R A T I O N
U E N R O L L
Office of Registration and Records
110 Administration Building
Call the Registration HOTLINE:
419-372-4444
8 am - 5 pm
Monday - Friday
B O W L I N G  G R E E N  S T A T E  U N I V E R S I T Y
MUSIC
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musical.
Pax said she’s trained 
Nugget things such as 
speaking and running 
through obstacle courses, 
but has never had her be 
in a play. 
She was worried Nugget 
would have a hard time 
because she was out of 
practice, but did well at 
the auditions.
“I thought she was 
going to be rusty, but she 
saw everyone there and 
turned on the charm,” 
Pax said.
Junior Devon Holbrook’s 
dog, Kit, a blue merle 
Pomeranian, will be play-
ing Rufus. 
Holbrook found out 
about the auditions 
through Facebook, and 
said Kit has been doing 
well at rehearsals.
“She’s definitely caught 
on really fast,” she said. 
“They put her through 
puppy boot camp.”
Because of the presence 
of dogs in the production, 
there will be a table during 
the show accepting dona-
tions for Cutie’s Fund, a 
charity for neglected and 
abused animals. 
“Because they’re dogs 
in the show, it’s a perfect 
tie in to help raise that 
awareness,” Ellison said.
Cutie was an abused 
Chihuahua, which the 
fund was initially created 
for, Ellison said.
After Cutie got better, 
the fund was used for 
other animals in distress.
Cutie may make an 
appearance at the pro-
duction, giving out “paw-
tographs.”
BLONDE
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sequencing and mp3 player 
to incorporate electronic 
sounds.
“We were worried that 
people would think we were 
stupid because it was just 
the two of us,” Vermett said. 
“Our first shows we would 
play and there wouldn’t 
be anything in between. 
Basically it felt like one 
huge song that no one knew 
what was going on. The 
video really helped.”
After 10 years as a band, 
Cavera has gotten married 
and started a family but 
still finds time to dedicate 
to the band. The musician 
doesn’t think of working 
with Vermett as a band and 
more like “hanging out with 
my brother.”
Cavera said one of the 
reasons why Killbot Zero 
decided to incorporate 
video into the live shows 
was for an added idea to 
replace the music provided 
by other musicians during 
the band’s earlier days as a 
four-piece.
“We figured, as long as we 
are playing to pre-recorded 
tracks, why not try to syn-
chronize the tracks with a 
video projection,” Cavera 
said. “It was one more thing 
that we could add to try and 
make ourselves unique.”
Longtime fan Tim Chimes 
took an interest to Killbot 
Zero when he met Vermett 
seven years ago after 
watching the duo shred 
their instruments on stage 
before the lights and videos 
became a part of the show. 
The main thing that keeps 
him interested in the band’s 
music is their passion.
“They have this fantasti-
cally entertaining video, 
light show within the drum 
set, and these two guys 
who are just constantly 
shredding on their respec-
tive instruments,” Chimes 
said. “It’s hard not to enjoy a 
Killbot Zero show.”
Vermett sorts through a 
few of the band’s flyers and 
stickers for the show that 
are staggered on his kitchen 
counter as Fat Cat stares at 
the bag of cat food and said 
he just wants to entertain 
people. Killbot Zero is some-
thing for his own self and 
Cavera to enjoy more than 
anything.
“We write it for ourselves 
because its not like we’re 
making money off of it,” 
Vermett said. “It’s to make 
ourselves happy.”
BAND
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ThE BAND uses a projector screen to incorporate a video into their live show.
Matt Donahue, a profes-
sor in the popular culture 
department with a focus 
on popular music at the 
University, said it could be 
a positive thing that the 
current generation is get-
ting tired of music being 
made today.
“Maybe the youth are 
turning on to the fact 
much [pop music] is kind 
of vapid,” Donahue said. 
“There could be [that] 
case made for every gen-
eration’s music.”
When asked wheth-
er jazz or hip-hop is the 
more important genre, 73 
percent of respondents 
picked jazz. Fifty per-
cent of respondents also 
picked rap and hip-hop 
as the genre they feel has 
reached its peak, more 
than any other genre 
offered in the poll.
 Hip-hop is one of the 
most prominent styles 
of music today, despite 
the bevy of criticisms 
it receives. Donahue 
noted there were paral-
lels between hip-hop and 
another popular genre.
“The critiques against 
rap music were very simi-
lar to the critiques being 
pushed against rock and 
roll music,” he said. “And 
it’s not just America.”
Donahue is referring 
to a December 2011 inci-
dent in which police in the 
Indonesian province of 
Aceh rounded up 65 young 
punk-rock fans and pro-
ceeded to “clean” them, 
which included chang-
ing their clothes, shaving 
their hair and throwing 
them “in pools of water 
for ‘spiritual’ cleansing,” 
according The Guardian.
“I think that there’s 
always been this kind of 
controversy,” Donahue 
said. “I wouldn’t even nec-
essarily call it controversy, 
although sometimes it has 
become controversial.”
Donahue said it’s differ-
ent ideologies that make 
the younger and older 
generation come to blows, 
but in the end it’s the 
more challenging music 
that sticks.
“Usually it’s the main-
stream popular music 
that’s really just ridicu-
lous,” Danahue said. “It’s 
the underground music 
or the music that doesn’t 
reach the mainstream is 
the more interesting, but 
that’s also my interest.”
A distaste for newer 
music isn’t limited to the 
mainstream. In the world 
of contemporary music 
people are proving to be 
a bit more receptive. Used 
here, contemporary music 
refers to modern orchestral 
and experimental music. 
Per Broman, associate pro-
fessor of music theory at 
the University, said his stu-
dents show an appreciation 
for contemporary music.
“They seem to be very 
open to new music,” he said. 
“I have graduate students 
and also sophomores, and 
the sophomores, they actu-
ally study contemporary 
music with me.”
Broman played from his 
laptop a video of a group 
called “Einstürzende 
Neubauten” that plays 
contemporary experimen-
tal music with everyday 
objects. To the uninitiat-
ed it sounds like a group 
banging randomly on 
metal objects with blunt 
instruments. 
“Look how much fun 
they’re having,” Broman 
said. “This kind of music 
is very— it engages differ-
ent kinds of senses than a 
piece of classical music.”
As both a listener and a 
performer, Broman said it’s 
important for a listener to 
engage these senses. These 
sensory excursions, he 
said, are important.
“It will focus your mind, 
and I think develop your 
perceptional ski l ls,” 
Broman said. “And for a 
performer, it’s absolutely 
crucial to play complex 
music to be extremely per-
ceptive to what the con-
ductor’s doing and to play 
rhythms and pitches that 
aren’t expected.”
Broman stressed the 
importance of the per-
formance aspect of new 
music and said the issue 
with most students isn’t 
a lack of appreciation in 
listening, but rather a lack 
of appreciation in playing.
“If you can appreci-
ate as a listener, it may 
not translate to perform-
ing,” Broman said. “You 
are in the middle of per-
haps a scattered, complex 
and in a way incoherent 
sound world if you play 
[experimental music]. You 
may not understand the 
entirety of the piece.”
Broman said he believes 
contemporary music may 
be revered as musicians 
today revere Mozart and 
Bach, going to popular 
music for parallels.
“Just take punk-rock,” 
he said. “There’s nothing 
shocking or absurd about 
[the Sex Pistols], is there? 
... It’s kind of a classic. I’m 
not saying this is the case 
for everybody, but people 
will— taste will change 
in time.”
Taste has certain-
ly changed in the past 
decade. St r u f fol i no 
said his favorite decade 
of music is the 90s, but 
there’s only one thing the 
music he listens to needs 
to have.
“As long as the music’s 
got a good beat,” he said.
comes to her coaching style— 
both of who were coaches she 
played under in the past.
“One was a coach who 
motivated us by speaking 
softly … we played hard so 
we didn’t let him down,” she 
said. “Then there was some-
one who yelled a lot more and 
swore a lot more.” 
At the end of the day, both 
styles were effective, she said. 
“The kids played hard 
and respected the coach,” 
she said.
Roos uses a blend of both 
styles, one freshman Abby 
Siefker said makes her just 
as hard on athletes as men 
are, but with understanding 
of the emotion that goes with 
the game.
“I feel like it’s a lot easier to 
talk to her,” Siefker said.
But not necessarily 
because she’s a woman; it’s 
because of Roos’ personality.
“She’s really open, she real-
ly cares about her players,” 
Siefker said.
Both Basalyga and Roos’ 
players said they had a sense 
of humor that helped put the 
athletes at ease with their 
coaches.
Briem remembers one 
time after a really hard prac-
tice when Basalyga’s sense of 
humor showed.
“We weren’t in the best 
mood, it was not a good prac-
tice,” she said.
Basalyga stepped back, 
tripped on a soccer ball and 
fell “straight onto her butt,” 
Briem said.
The players weren’t sure 
whether to laugh or not, but 
then Basalyga started laugh-
ing at herself and they all 
were “in tears on the floor” 
they were laughing so hard, 
Briem said.
“When it’s hard, it’s hard, 
but she brings … comfort 
even through hard times,” 
she said.
Raised by a coach, Basalyga 
has been around coaching 
and athletics her whole life.
As far as her personal 
coaching style being related 
to her gender, Basalyga said 
she doesn’t know, but what 
she does know is she has a 
little more insight into coach-
ing than the average female 
coach.
“I’ve seen and heard both 
sides,” she said about the dif-
ference between male and 
female coaches.
Her father is a coach and 
they talk about their jobs 
together, but Basalyga said he 
doesn’t have the same issues 
with his male players as she 
may have with her female 
players.
“The relationship to 
issues female athletes may 
have is going to look differ-
ent,” she said. 
Ashley Garr, a junior wom-
en’s soccer player, said she 
found it easy to form a per-
sonal bond with Basalyga.
“She was once in our spot,” 
Garr said. 
The shared experiences 
can make female coaches 
good role models for athletes.
“It’s also important for a 
female student athlete to 
have role models,” Irvine 
said. “Female coaches can 
provide that … women are 
some of the best coaches.”
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1 Bryn __ College
2 Reebok rival
3 Ham at a party, say
4 Tease
5 Norfolk, Va., campus











25 Big name in ATMs
26 Doc bloc
27 Sleep on it
28 Peach or plum
29 __-loading
30 Name on a historic 
bomber
31 Closer to being har-
vested
32 Little green men
36 "Cash __": TV game 
show
37 Set of Web pages
38 Under
39 Scotch bottle datum
40 Soup veggie
41 Many AARP mem-
bers: Abbr.
42 Loose






50 Bit that can be split
51 Cantabria-born golfer, 
familiarly




58 Latin trio word
59 Worker at home
60 Haberdashery item
1 Nature photographer's lens
6 __ facie
11 Dells, at times








26 One getting a share
27 Rite
33 North Carolina's __ Banks
34 "America" soloist in "West Side 
Story"
35 Hardy heroine
36 They may be dusted





48 Drops from the staff









65 Comets, long ago
66 With 12-Down, exile site
The Daily Crossword FixThe Daily Cr sword Fix
( )= Matinee Showtime   
FRI 4/18 - SUN 4/20
OCULUS R
(11:55)* (2:25) (4:55) 7:25 9:55
A HAUNTED HOUSE 2 R
(12:05)* (2:30) (5:00) 7:15 9:45
CAPTAIN AMERICA: THE WINTER SOLDIER PG-13
(12:00)*  6:50
DRAFT DAY PG-13
(12:10)* (3:25)  7:05  10:05
RIO 2 G
(11:50)* (2:20) 7:20
RIO 2 (3D) G
(4:50)  10:00
CAPTAIN AMERICA: THE WINTER SOLDIER (3D) PG-13
(3:30)  9:50
Greenbriar, Inc.  |  419-352-0717  |  greenbriarrentals.com
SEMESTER
NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
FALL 2014
LEASES
1045 N. Main St. 




2 Bedrooms - Can have up to 4 people
120 N. Prospect
2bd/1bath/Laundry on site
Close to Campus & Downtown
STOP BY AND TAKE A LOOK
CHECK US OUT ON FACEBOOK
610 N. Main St.
CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN
1bdrs and a 3bdr/2bath
Best
Place
    to beSpoiled

















Fast & Reliable Maintenance
Caring & Friendly Office Staff
Where Comfort & Convenience  
is our Main Priority
Now Leasing for Fall 2014
Winthrop Terrace Apartments
400 E Napoleon Rd  •  419.352.9135
www.investekmanagement.com
Houses for rent, 4-5 BR, 2 baths,
between campus & downtown,
$1500/mo, call 419-340-2500.
Shamrock Studios
Leases avail for now, summer
 & fall, starting at $445, includes:
all util, cable, fully furnished, WiFi,
cats allowed, call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com
The Highlands -220 Napoleon Rd.
1BR apts, $400-$415/mo + elec.
newly updated, D/W, lots of park-
ing, quiet location, laundry on site.
$100 off first months rent! 
Call 419-354-6036 for more info.
The Homestead 130 Washington,
1 & 2 BR s, & 1BR w/ study, W/D,
laundry, $595-$630/mo + all utils.
Walking distance to campus / DT.
$100 off first months rent!
 Call 419-354-6036 for more info.
414 Summit St, 2 BR house,
$775/mo + all utils, has W/D and
new frig, large front porch,
residential location, no pets.
$100 off first months rent!
Avail now! Call 419-354-6036.
Eff, 1 & 2 BR s, Houses avail
May/Aug. For more info call
419-354-9740 or email:
glrentals77@gmail.com
Jay-Mar 803 / 815 8th St,
2BR apts $500-515/mo+gas/elec.
A/C, D/W, 2nd floor balconies,
laundry on site, BGSU shuttle.
$100 off first months rent!
Call 419-354-6036 for more info.
Liberty St-1 & 2BR s w/ DW, W/D,
$450-700/mo + gas & elec,
residential area, off-st parking,
shared back yard, no pets.
$100 off first months rent!
Call 419-354-6036 for more info.
May 2014 - 12 month lease:
322 E. Court - 1BR - $450/mo.
August 2014 - 12 month lease:
322 E. Court - 1BR - $440/mo.
525 Manville - 2BR - $700/mo.
605 Fifth St -A - 3BR - $660/mo.
818 Second St -2BR - $500/mo.
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917
Room for rent w/ own bath in BG
home. $425/mo, incl utils, also
WiFi & cable. Pref grad student.
Avail June, call 419-353-4415.
Shamrock Storage




REWARD FOR  PHOTOS
that were in a bag lost on 4/10/14
at art building parking lot. Photos
of mother who died, irreplaceable,
worth great sentimental value. If
anyone finds them, please call
505-231-1453 or leave in lost and
found in Jerome Library.
Help Wanted
ATTN: New Graduates! 
Growing, independent insurance
agency is seeking a FT sales
representive to join our successful
team. We are in need of a
consultative professional to
provide outstanding service to our
customers and to assist in growth
of the agency. Sales or similar
experience required. Must be
highly reliable with a positive
attitude, sharp attention to detail,
and the ability to confidently
communicate and customize
intelligent solutions for our clients.
Salary plus bonus, includes
benefits. Transfer to
Chicago office an option.
Please forward resume to:
pinjobs@hotmail.com
Experienced kitchen and wait
staff needed,  21yrs & over.
Inquire at Naslada Bistro
in person at 182 S. Main St, BG.
General tutor needed 3 times/wk
for 7th grader, wage neg.
Call 419-308-0743, pref after 4pm
Needed yard & misc work,
can use now and thru summer.
cartyrentals.com  419-575-0059
For Rent
**2014-2015 s.y. now renting
930 E Wooster & 321 E Merry b/c
6 BR s over 3 allowed, also more,
Avail now & NY, 1 & 2 BR apts.
See cartyrentals.com or 353-0325
1BR apt & 3BR apt, near BGSU,
$475/mo & $850/mo, avail Fall.
 Call 419-352-5882.
2 & 3 BR units avail May, Aug,  &
summer leases 419-409-1110.
www.rutterdudleyrentals.com
3 BR duplex, 404 S. College,
 $580/mo + utils for 12 mo lease.
Available May, call 419-308-4800.
3 BR house w/ laundry, excellent
condition. close to campus,
$1200/mo, call 419-654-5716.
3BR apt, near BGSU, avail Fall,
$850/mo, utilities included.
Call 419-352-5882.
3BR- 2 bath apt, lrg rooms, small
pets ok, avail Aug, $700/mo.
Call 216-337-6010 for more info.
For Rent For Rent
The BG News will not knowingly accept 
advertisements that discriminate, or encour-
age discrimination against any individual or 
group on the basis of race, sex, color, creed, 
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, 
disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis 
of any other legally protected status.
The BG News
Classified Ads • 419-372-0328
SOFTBALL
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this weekend for more confer-
ence play. This will include a 
Friday doubleheader in New 
York against the University at 
Buffalo, and then back to Ohio 
to play games on both Saturday 
and Sunday against Kent State 
University.
The Falcons have yet to play 
Kent State this year, but came 
out on top in their lone game 
against Buffalo earlier this 
season.
The Falcons are ready for 
the conference games and 
are excited for the challenge 
Salsburg said. 
“We look forward to this 
weekend,” Salsburg said.
COACHES
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